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HURST HORTICULTURAL & COTTAGE GARDEN SOCIETY 

MINUTES OF A SHOW WASH-UP AND GENERAL MEETING 

Thursday 12th September 2019 

Present: Keith Attfield (chair), Julie Attfield, Ken Curry, Frank Whittaker, Howard and Janet 

Larkin, Ted and Betty Smith, David and Heather Howarth, Eric and Sue Rockall, Martin and 

Ann Newman, Edwin and Margaret Jarvis, Hilary Reed, Chris Bowman, Mac Stephenson, 

Paul Martin, Suzy Watt, Naomi Bassett. 

Apologies: David Bassett, Annette Drake, Barbara Stephenson, John and Jo Penney, 

Penny Curry, Pippa Boyd, Kathy Tuggey, Sheila Whittaker, John and Ann-Marie Vimpany. 

Matters arising from the Planning and General Meeting of 9th April 2019: There were 

no matters which were not being covered on this meeting`s agenda. 

Finance: Ann provided an analysis of the finances arising from the 2019 main show. This 

showed a surplus of £1,316.57 with two outstanding sponsorship pledges still to be 

collected. A question was asked about the sum of £317.59 for miscellaneous show 

expenses and Ann explained this was made up of a combination of `thank-you` flowers and 

gifts to certain show supporters, banqueting roll and items for staging the show, an enlarged 

printed photograph of the show committee of some 80 years ago and ink cartridges for 

printing of winning entry certificates. Ann also explained that for clarity the £91.80 expenses 

for the mini show had been shown separately this year and consisted of the cost of buckets 

and potatoes for the potato in a bucket competition, crisps and nuts and that the mini show 

made a small loss. 

Keith thanked Ann for maintaining the finances so well and for her clear presentation of the 

figures. 

Entry and Visitor Numbers: A total of 440 visitors attended the show of which 405 were 

paying adults and 35 were under 18 free entries. The number of exhibit entries was up by 

20% on last year and this increase was apparent in both horticultural and home industries 

numbers. Keith noted that there was a direct relationship between the number of exhibit 

entries and visitor numbers at the gate as both had increased by a similar amount. Over the 

past few years exhibit entries from outside Hurst had gradually increased and now 

represented over 50%, mainly from Woodley and Winnersh and these entries were most 

welcome.  A comment was made that the Twyford Show date clashed with our own show 

each year but after discussion it was concluded that as our show numbers are healthy we 

should not approach the Twyford Show organisers or change our own date. 

Keith commented that the enthusiastic efforts of Heather to actively market our show was a 

significant contributor to increased numbers this year and he thanked her for this. 

Horticultural: Janet reported that everything went well in the horticultural hall. She thanked 

the two judges Alex and Peter and said that Alex has agreed to judge again next year but 

sadly Peter who has been judging our show for many years is unwell and unlikely to do it 

next year. Julie said that she had met a newly qualified RHS judge who could possibly be 

approached. Janet mentioned that she had noted some comments from the judges which 
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could benefit the website and she will discuss these with Keith. Finally Janet thanked Hilary 

for her assistance in staging and managing the horticultural section. 

Home Industries: Julie said the judges noted the particularly high standards of home 

industries entries this year. Everything ran smoothly and the visual appearance of the hall 

benefitted from the increased number of entries. This was particularly noticeable with the 

large increase in photographic entries which was the result of direct contact with local 

photography groups. For next year`s show she will similarly contact local art groups to 

encourage more art entries. 

Refreshments – Teas: The light refreshments service was busy all afternoon and ran 

smoothly. Recyclable cups and plates had been used this year for all light refreshments. The 

sales of home- made cake from last year`s winning show entry recipe went well. A comment 

about allowing a vendor to sell individual slices of cake was made and noted. 

Refreshments – Bar: Martin reported that the bar had been busy all afternoon and had sold 

out of all beers both cask and bottled and next year he will increase the supply to prevent 

this happening. He also requested that the bar and hot food outlet open at 12 noon next year 

as many of the vendors had requested this. Martin thanked his friends David and Alison for 

their help and also Ann for her assistance. He said he was willing to run the bar again next 

year. 

Keith thanked Sheila, Martin and Ann for running the refreshments which not only provided a 

service to our visitors but were also a significant contributor to show income. 

Raffle: Heather reported that a wide selection of raffle prizes had been donated which 

contributed greatly to the increased raffle income. Selling raffle tickets at the gate worked 

well as did the drawing of winning tickets and displaying them for everyone to see, enabling 

the winners to collect their prizes at their leisure.  

Keith thanked Heather, Jo and Penny for their hard work in making the raffle such a 

success. 

Music Arrangements: Everyone thought the jazz band was excellent and should be booked 

again for next year. Some comments were made that the volume was too low this year. 

Keith mentioned the band had shown a willingness to return and it was agreed he should 

book them for 2020. 

Show Set-Up: Frank reported that everything had gone smoothly and we were lucky with 

the weather. He mentioned that it was particularly helpful to have access to the scout hut for 

the two days after the show as this allowed the team to dry out the large tent covering in the 

hut prior to its storage. He thanked the team members who were involved. 

Field Management and Vendors: Ken said the vendor pitches had sold quickly and most 

vendors seek to return each year. The management of the site had run smoothly with no 

issues to report. 

Car Parking: Eric and David reported that the car parking was busy and at the peak time 

was full but it went well. They suggested for next year clearer and larger signage for the car 

park sited opposite the car park entrance. Both Eric and David said they would manage the 

car park again next year. 
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Keith thanked them both and was concerned they saw little of the show however Eric and 

David were happy with the current arrangement. 

Other Topics: Janet said clarity was needed around the time line for children`s ages 

regarding the St Nicholas Family Cup and it was agreed that 31
st

 August would be the 

birthday cut-off date. 

Mac mentioned the unpleasant diesel fumes created by the ice cream van and Janet 

confirmed that they could be smelt inside the horticultural hall. It was agreed that the 

committee need to resolve this matter for next year. 

Betty said that after many years of staging with Margaret their flower and plant stall, they will 

no longer be doing this. Keith said this was sad but understandable and thanked them both 

for providing for so long this attractive and lucrative feature of the show. 

Frank noted the considerable contribution of £400 made by Chris from the proceeds of his 

hand forged blacksmith stall which not only provided funds to the show but also added 

variety to the vendor mix. 

Keith suggested that as the show generated a considerable surplus this year a large 

proportion of this should be donated to a local charity. Chris suggested that an upper limit 

should be set on the society`s bank reserves and anything over this amount should be the 

amount donated to charity. The principle of charitable donation was discussed openly in the 

meeting and it was agreed that we would donate a large proportion of this year`s surplus and 

follow the same process as the last two years. This process being for an email to be 

circulated to all supporters requesting any suggestions for suitable charities to be sent to the 

secretary. He would then research each one and submit the research to all committee 

members who would meet, discuss and submit a shortlist of three together with a 

recommended amount to the next general meeting for a final decision to be made. 

A.O.B: It was noted that by the time the produce auction took place most visitors had left. It 

was agreed this would be discussed at the next committee meeting. 

Keith stated that the extra focus on recycling this year had worked well. Hilary, who was the 

spearhead for this said most of the rubbish from the show had gone to the local council 

recycling outlet. She requested additional recycling bins for next year and agreed to continue 

leading our recycling initiatives. 

In closing the meeting Keith thanked everyone for their attendance and in particular for their 

valuable input into our show which was one of the most successful he could remember. 

 


